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Summary

 Monitoring infrastructure

 Information sources

 Collecting and storing

 Presentation

 Feedback to production system, 

dashboard and SAM
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Monitoring infrastructure

 All components instrumented with 

ApMon

 Distributed MonALISA collectors, one 

per site in each VoBox

◦ also doing data aggregation

 Central collector for long term data 

archival and presentation

◦ and specialized collectors for sites and other 

interested parties
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http://monalisa.caltech.edu/monalisa__Service_Applications__ApMon.html
http://monalisa.caltech.edu/monalisa__System_Design.htm
http://alimonitor.cern.ch/


Information sources

 Jobs: ~real time monitoring of job 

resource usage and of host health (CPU 

and Wall time and specs, memory, traffic, 

disk IO ...)

 Services:  VoBoxes and Central Services in 

detail

◦ AliEn services, box health, inter-site 

connectivity tests

◦ also controlling the DNS balancing
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Information sources (2)

 Storage: all xrootd data nodes, all 

xrdcp/xrd3cp transfers, health, occupancy

 Networking: tracepath and available bw

per stream between all sites, kernel buffer 

sizes, IPv6 readiness

 Other data: production accounting, I/O 

eff. of sites vs storages, SE functional 

status, experiment data taking and 

electronic logbook ...
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Collecting and storing

 Centrally collecting as much as possible 
aggregated data only (per site, user, masterjob, 
production etc)

◦ details are quickly forgotten and old data is further 
aggregated

◦ 7 years of data in some 370GB

 Same database for monitoring data, accounting, 
production management, experiment data taking 
info, detector QA info and many more

◦ allowing for quick production assessment and control 
plus all kinds of correlations we have or haven't 
imagined yet
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Presentation

 A single web interface for all operations with 
separate sections for the interested parties:

◦ site accounting and alerts for sites

◦ real time view of users' jobs, following their 
progress, memory usage, with access to logs, Grid 
catalogue browser, file editor etc

◦ managers set up meta production requests and 
follow their automatic progress

◦ users can also join organized analysis trains by a 
few clicks

 200K pages per day, 0.1s avg response time
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http://alimonitor.cern.ch/


Presentation (2)
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Feedback to production system

Monitoring data is most useful when automatic 
actions can be implemented based on it
 storage replica selection based on SE distance and 

status (both read and write)

 automatic production management (job submission 
and resubmission, following complex meta processing 
chains)

 remote services control, deploying Grid-wide 
software upgrades

 central services load balancing

 alerts on any event with open subscription, annotating 
downtime periods on the time series display
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Feedback to/from dashboard and 

SAM
 Some part of the monitoring information has 

high relevance for 'general' monitoring

◦ case in point - SAM

 The reverse is also the case - instead of 
gathering information ourselves, external 
sources can provide meaningful data

◦ case in point - job information from BDII

 Other cases can be identified and 
consolidated for more harmonious picture

◦ our hope is that this TF will be able to do just 
that
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Summary

 ALICE has a vertically integrated 

monitoring system

◦ raw and aggregated data is open for anybody 

to consume

◦ dedicated exports are in place for filling 

common monitoring databases

 Aiming to a tighter integration with the 

common tools in order to offer a clearer 

picture to the users
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